Introduction
Data stream is a major achievement since the development of computer technology. The data processing technology related to data stream, especially the mature of classification query technology of data stream, which makes the management and query of information possible [1] [2] [3] . In the past few decades, the classification query technology on data stream is at the stage of rapid development, different characteristics have been continuously improving [4] [5] [6] . However, in the modern mass data information, the classification query on data stream is always a serious bottleneck faced by management and development of modern data [7, 8] . The multi polarization of data characteristics, massive amount of data, fuzzification of data information, making the modern classification query on the data flow becomes more and more difficult [9, 10] .
Related principle of classification query optimization algorithm in data stream
Description of improved TFIDF method. Defined under the given probability distribution 1 1 ( , ,..., ) n P p p p = , information entropy is defined for the data stream transmission as:
(1) If the collection of data in one data stream is D , and classified as k classes according to the type of data, it is denoted as 1 2 , ,..., k C C C , the definition containing probability distribution of characteristics t as 1 2 ( / , / ,..., / )
In the classification querying process in data streams, higher data distribution uniformity index including a feature, shows that the distribution entropy ac H between each class after classification is larger, namely system contribution is less. Therefore, the improved TFIDF method need to combine distribution entropy between the various classes and individual information entropy within a class (ICECEE 2015) together, forming a new influencing parameter, the new information entropy factor between the classes is defined as:
H -After feature extraction, characteristic items are correlated, the maximum value of information entropy between each feature class;
k -The number of categories l -Constant coefficient Therefore, combining information entropy between classes and within class of characteristics items, TFIDF weighted method is defined as:
By improving definition through the formula, categories contribution of characteristic in data of data stream can be well reflected.
Data weight calculation of data stream based on neural network
BP neural network principle. BP (Back Propagation) neural network is a multilayer feedforward network trained by error back propagation algorithm, and one of the most widely used neural network models. The basic idea is: through training by a large number of data, a set of optimal weights are obtained, afterwards, for a set of specific information, according to the optimal weights which are trained before, the predicted output information can be acquired. BP neural network have good input and output nonlinear mapping relationship, can achieve self learning and updating, which is distinguishable from probabilistic and statistical method. The BP neural network model used in the paper as shown in δ -The threshold value from hidden layer to the output layer. BP neural network used for weight calculation.BP neural network is used for the weight calculation, by inputting a large number of training data of data stream to neural network to obtain the characteristics collection of weight. And then the database of data characteristics in data stream is built, afterwards, through the weighted calculation for new data, results are compared with characteristics database, if they meet the characteristics, appropriate weight will be given.
In this paper, BP neural network is used for the weight calculation, has the following advantages:
(1) the algorithm has strong anti-jamming ability; (2) the algorithm is capable of adapting to various environments; (3) does not require complicated statistical model.
Experiments and results analysis
Experimental environment description.In order to test the effect of the proposed algorithm for the classification query in data stream, the data characteristics of 15 dimension actual data stream was adopted for testing.
The data characteristic parameters of data streams used in experiment is shown in table 1. Experiment results and analysis. On the basis of data analysis model built in Table 1 , through the comparison experiment of classification query over data streams with traditional keyword and classification query over data streams with the method proposed in the paper, the query condition is set to 15, which reflect the 15 dimensions of data in data streams from multiple aspects, namely the classification query situation of most complex data stream. Fig. 2 the query results of traditional algorithm As can be seen from Figure 2 , with the traditional algorithm to process classification query in data stream, when in the face of multidimensional data processes query at the same time, it was unable to extract the data characteristic in data stream of multi-dimension effectively, meanwhile, the data was deeply integrated, so the query results is very poor, among the classification query results, the result which need to be queried may be already included, but because of the limitations of the traditional methods, so the queried data cannot be used, it still require the user to select the needed data from a large number of query results, which did not reach the expected results. Fig.3 the query results of proposed algorithm As can be seen from Figure 3 , under the classification query condition of the most complex data stream, the classification query method for data stream proposed in the paper can still deeply integrate all query conditions and extract the optimal query condition, and then effective classification query can be conducted for the data of data stream, finally the classification query results also show that the classification results is very good, has the ability for classification query under complex conditions in data stream.
Conclusion
When there are more query conditions, query efficiency of traditional classification query method is low and matching degree is poor. To this end, a classification query optimization method on data stream is proposed based on improved TFIDF algorithm, the information entropy between data characteristics and the information entropy within characteristic are viewed as weighting factors of data classification query, nonlinear mapping ability of neural network is adopted to realize weight calculation and the fuzzification of TFIDF algorithm, so as to solve classification query problems of data streams. With actual database to process classification query, experimental results show that, the proposed algorithm for classification query on data stream have greatly improved query efficiency, which has good application value.
